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Welcome to the fifth annual Griffin Sports
Festival, always a highlight of our calendar
and a chance to celebrate our sporting
achievements as a family of schools. Sport
and physical education has never been more
important and during the period of lockdown
everyone has been looking for new and
different ways of staying active. The start of
the new school year is always a time to set
ambitious goals and challenges and GSF is
the perfect way to aim high and achieve great
things. We will stay connected by sharing our
experiences and celebrating our successes
and I look forward to finding out about the
individual and combined triumphs that
are always a feature of GSF. Thank you to
everyone for making it happen again in 2020!

ANNE POWELL
Chief Executive Officer

...............................................

I am very excited to be launching GSF 2020,
a year that has shown more than ever the
importance of sport and physical activity in
promoting our health and mental wellbeing.
At a time when we should have been enjoying
a global celebration of the world’s best sports
people coming together in the Olympic spirit,
we find ourselves in the unprecedented
situation of having had an Olympic Games
postponed by 12 months. 2020 should also
have been our GST Olympic Games, and we
too have postponed to align with the planned
Tokyo Olympics.
Athletes who are inspired by the Olympic
motto of ‘Citius, Altius Fortius’; ‘faster, higher,
stronger’, are now finding new ways to train,
compete and achieve, something that we
can all relate to during these unprecedented
times. In the spirit of the games, we will be
developing a unique event where all schools
will have a GSF week, and will take place in
competitive activities and celebrate our GST
priority sports in each GST school. This is a
wonderful opportunity for all students and we
will start the new school year by celebrating
our love and enthusiasm for sport and what
it brings to each of us individually. I look
forward to seeing you all during the Griffin
Sports Festival week.

SARAH COLLINGS
Director of Sport
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About the Griffin Sports Festival Background
The Griffin Sports Festival was first launched
in September 2016 at Nicholas Chamberlaine
School in Bedworth with three clear objectives:
• To increase opportunities for participation
in sport and physical activity
• To develop sporting partnerships to
facilitate opportunities to excel in sports
and to try new sports
• To raise the profile of sport, physical
activity and partnerships in GST schools,
and across the local area.
Over the past four years the festival has grown
from a one-day event to a three-day celebration
of sport spread across our schools enabling
pupils to take part in professionally organised
competitive sport, whilst also competing within
the spirit of fair play. We have worked with
many organisations to deliver mini games
style events, and to date we have had 576 GST
students taking part in central games, as well as
many more students enjoying the same sports
in their home school environment.
We will continue to grow the event, and offer
a widening of sports and highly competitive
Olympic Games style experience each year,
and hopefully we will get the chance to deliver
our first Griffin Olympics in 2021 alongside the
Tokyo Olympic Games. This event will be the
culmination of four years of our Target Tokyo
project and we look forward to sharing some
of the project work that has taken place in our
lead up to our 2021 event.

The Olympic Games began over 2,700 years
ago in Olympia, Greece. Every four years,
around 50,000 people came from all over the
Greek world to watch and take part.
In 1944, at the request of the British
Government, Dr. Ludwig Guttmann opened a
spinal injuries centre at the Stoke Mandeville
Hospital in Great Britain, and in time,
rehabilitation sport evolved to recreational
sport and then to competitive sport. The
Stoke Mandeville Games later became the
Paralympic Games which first took place in
Rome, Italy, in 1960 featuring 400 athletes
from 23 countries. Since then they have taken
place every four years.
The Olympic Games is a quadrennial
international multi-sport event celebrated as
a global sports festival by people all over the
world held in both the summer and winter,
with the ultimate goal of cultivating people
and world peace through sports.
Vowing to overcome the “unprecedented
challenge” of the Covid-19 pandemic, Olympic
leaders announced that the 2020 Tokyo
Games will be rescheduled for mid-summer of
2021. The 23 July-8 August dates fall almost
a year after the global sporting event was
originally scheduled to be held.

OLYMPIC
IDEALS

INNOVATION
COMPETITION

This year we will be linking the annual Pledge
award with the Olympic Ideals. During the
course of the GSF week, we will be asking
everyone to design an innovative, creative
competition entry for submission as a
celebration of GSF. This work could be artistic
or musical, you could use technology or create
a sculpture, or indeed anything that inspires
you and reflects the Olympic Ideals.
You can complete this work individually or as
a class, in a subject or as a group of friends.
Just make sure we know who you are, and
what school you represent.
Submission date will be Friday 25th
September at the end of the GSF week.

.....................................................................................................
Five Rings
Flame
The Olympic symbol – five interlocked
rings represent the union of the five major
continents and the meaning from the athletes
from throughout the world.

Mascot

Olympic Games mascots are selected by the
host city.

Olympic Flag

The flag has a plain white background with
no border, in the centre are 5 rings and it was
created by modern Olympic Games Founder
Baron Pierre de Coubertin.

Creed

The most important thing in the Olympic
Games is not to win but to take part.

Ancient Greeks used a flame lit by the sun’s
rays at Olympia. The concept was revived in
1928 and has remained an Olympic tradition.

Motto

The Olympic motto is ‘Citius, Altius Fortius’.

Olympiad

The 4 years between the ancient games was
named ‘Olympiad’ and was used for updating
purposes at the time.

Oath

In the name of all competitors, I promise that
we shall take part in these Olympic Games,
respecting and abiding by the rules that govern
them, in the true spirit of sportsmanship, for
the glory of sport and the honour of our teams.
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PROGRAMME
OF ACTIVITIES
MONDAY
21 SEPT

TUESDAY
22 SEPT

WEDNESDAY
23 SEPT

THURSDAY
24 SEPT

FRIDAY
25 SEPT

ARCHERY

CURLING/BOCCIA

ORIENTEERING

HANDBALL

SITTING VOLLEYBALL

.........................................................................................................
DAILY
FOCUS
SPORT

.........................................................................................................

WHOLE
SCHOOL
SPORTING
CHALLENGE

Using a recognised app or tool for measuring distance each school will log how
far they can travel on foot during the course of the GSF week. This can be done
either running or walking, and either individually at home or at school but it
must be formally logged and evidence submitted to show accurate distances.
The winning school will be the school that travels the furthest distance during
the week.
Staff and student distances both count!

.........................................................................................................
Students can undertake a duathlon challenge either at home or at school. We
usually enjoy a triathlon during GSF week, but due to the current restrictions we
are going to do a duathlon instead (bike and run).

INDIVIDUAL
SPORTING
CHALLENGE

KS1
KS2
KS3
KS4
KS5

200m run and 500m bike or scooter
400m run and 800m bike or scooter
800m run and 1600m bike (static or pedal)
1000m run and 2000 bike (static or pedal)
Undertake a duathlon of your choosing but must be further than the KS4 challenge

DAY
1
ARCHERY
There are several types of archery
practiced in the UK today. The main
types are target, field, clout, and
flight, and each requires slightly
different shooting methods and
equipment.
The object of archery is simple:
to shoot arrows as close to the
centre of a target as possible.
Olympic Archery targets are
122cm in diameter with a series
of ten concentric scoring rings,
separated into five colours. The
inner colour, the gold, scores ten
or nine points. Archers shoot at the
target from a distance of 70m.

History

• Archery dates back over 10,000 years,
when bows and arrows were first
used for hunting, before it developed
as a competitive activity in medieval
England
• Archery first appeared in the Olympic
Games in 1900, then again in 1904,
1908 and 1920. Then after an absence
of 52 years, it was reintroduced from
1972 to the present.

Interesting Facts

• The modern Olympic recurve bow may
look hi-tech, but it is actually based
on a design that originated over 3,500
years ago!
• To get within the ‘gold ring’, Olympic
archers have to be able to hit a target
the size of an apple from a distance of
seven bus lengths!
• Five-time US Olympic archery
champion Khatuna Lorig trained
Jennifer Lawrence for a famous film
role.
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Kim Soo-Nyung is one of the best female archers of all
time. A former member of the South Korean Olympic
archery team, she has earned a total of four gold
medals, a silver and a bronze. She started archery at
the age of nine years old, when a teacher recommended
it to her as an after school activity.

The best all-time performing
Archer at the Olympic Games is
Hubert Van Innis of Belgium,
who won six gold medals and
three silver medals between the
years 1900 and 1920.

DAY
2
CURLING/BOCCIA
CURLING is a team sport,
played on ice, where two teams
take it in turns to slide stones
made of granite towards a target
– known as a House. Its nickname,
“The Roaring Game”, originates
from the rumbling sound the
19.96kg granite stones make when
they travel across the ice. It is an
Olympic and Paralympic winter
sport with medal disciplines for
Women’s, Men’s, Mixed Doubles
and Mixed Wheelchair teams.

History

• One of the world’s oldest team sports,
curling originated in the 16th century
in Scotland, where games were played
during winter on frozen ponds and
lochs
• The earliest-known curling stones
came from the Scottish regions of
Stirling and Perth and date from 1511
• In the 1600s, stones with handles were
introduced.

Interesting Facts

• Curling stones are made from rare
granite
• The sport made its olympic debut 74
years before it became an official sport
in 1998
• In 2002 Great Britain’s women curlers
secured the country’s first Winter
Olympics gold medal for 18 years
• The first official rule book dates back
180 years.
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BOCCIA is a precision ball
sport similar to bowls or curling;
Boccia was designed for players
with cerebral palsy, but also
welcomes any athletes with severe
disabilities which affect their
motor skills. There are around 350
ranked players around the world.
• The aim of the game is to get one of your
balls closer to the jack than any of your
opponents’ balls
• A game is divided into ‘ends’, with the
overall winner of the match the first player
to win a predetermined number of ends
• Players are allowed to move their balls
with either their hands or feet.

“ It’s the heart and soul of
the Paralympic Games,
or of all sport. You
haven’t seen sport until
you’ve seen boccia.”
Simon Barnes, Sportswriter

History

• Boccia has roots in ancient Greece and
Egypt and is thought to be one of the first
games played by mankind. It is thought
that during these times, large stones would
have been thrown
• Boccia was first introduced into the
Paralympics in 1984.

DAY
3
ORIENTEERING
Orienteering is an exciting and
challenging outdoor sport that
exercises mind and body. The aim
is to navigate between control
points marked on an orienteering
map. There is no set route so the
skill and fun come from trying to
find the best way to go.
In competitive orienteering
the challenge is to complete
the course in the quickest time
choosing your own best route.
Orienteering can take place
anywhere from remote forest and
countryside to urban areas, parks
and school playgrounds.
Each different terrain offers a new
challenge, and when combined
with changes of seasons and
weather, it is said that no two
orienteering races are the same.

History

• Orienteering began not as a sport, but
as a way to find your way in unknown
territory, using maps and compass
• Just how old is orienteering? It’s not
easy to be definite, but it is known that
the first public event took place near
Oslo, Norway on 31 October 1897. So
that can be considered as the birth of
orienteering and the sport is now over
a century old
• It wasn’t until the 1950s that modern
maps were introduced into the sport of
orienteering. Up until that time, maps
were mostly simple black-and-white
drawings of the course area.
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DAY
4
HANDBALL
Handball brings together a
combination of football, basketball
and netball. The game is contested
by two teams of seven players and
involves one team invading another
team’s territory with the aim of
throwing a ball into their opponent’s
goal. The game is very fast, skilful
and competitive and requires a
range of physical attributes in
defence and attack. Teams of seven
players pass and dribble a ball up
the court to throw the ball into the
opposition’s goal, which happens
often: spectators might see 60
goals or more in a single match.

History

• Handball was created and developed in
Denmark, Sweden and Germany in the
late 19th century
• Originally played outdoors as field
handball, the sport first appeared at
the Berlin 1936 Games
• The modern indoor version made its
Olympic debut at Munich 1972. The
first women’s competition was held at
the Montreal 1976 Games.

The best handball players today are
Nikola Karabatić and Mikkel Hansen.
Both are elite players, the Messi and the
Ronaldo of the handball world.

DAY
5
SITTING VOLLEYBALL
Sitting volleyball is a team
sport featuring constant motion
and bursts of explosive action.
Separated by a net, two teams of
six players try to score points by
grounding the ball onto the other
team’s side of the court.

History

• Sitting volleyball originated in the
Netherlands in 1956 as a combination
of volleyball and sitzball, a German
sport with no net but seated players
• At first, “standing volleyball” (for
athletes with a mobility impairment
and can be played standing up)
appeared at the Toronto 1976
Paralympics as a demonstration sport
• Standing volleyball, along with sitting
volleyball, officially became part of the
Paralympic programme at Arnhem
1980.

INDIVIDUAL
SPORT CHALLENGE
Duathlon (bike and run)
Duathlon is an athletic event that
consists of a running leg, followed
by a cycling leg and then another
running leg in a format similar to
triathlons.
Duathlons are similar to triathlons, with the
key difference being the replacement of the
swimming leg with a second run.
Students can undertake a duathlon challenge
either at home or at school. We usually enjoy
a triathlon during GSF week, but due to the
current restrictions we are going to do a
duathlon instead (bike and run).

KS1

200m run and 500m bike or scooter
......................................................................................
KS2 400m run and 800m bike or scooter
......................................................................................
KS3 800m run and 1600m bike (static or pedal)
......................................................................................
KS4 1000m run and 2000 bike (static or pedal)
......................................................................................
KS5 Undertake a duathlon of your choosing but
must be further than the KS4 challenge
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WHOLE
SCHOOL
SPORT CHALLENGE
Using a recognised app or tool for
measuring distance each school
will log how far they can travel
on foot during the course of the
GSF week. This can be done either
running or walking, and either
individually at home or at school
but it must be formally logged
and evidence submitted to show
accurate distances.
The winning school will be the
school that travels the furthest
distance during the week.

Staff and
student
distances
both count!
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HOW FAR CAN
YOU TRAVEL
IN A WEEK?

“Sport is a universal language,
building more bridges
between people than
anything else I can think of.”
Sebastian Coe

